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SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO FORECASTING
Background. Further enhancement of forecasts quality for dynamics of financial and economic processes requires
development of new techniques and approaches in the frames of modern concepts for constructing informational
decision support systems (DSS).
Objective. The main purpose of the study is as follows: to consider system analysis principles that are suitable for
solving the problem of short-term forecasting; to develop effective data processing system that implements the system
analysis principles selected in the frames of DSS; to analyze possible types of uncertainties that are encountered in
model constructing and forecasts estimating, and to propose the methods for their description and taking into
consideration.
Methods. To develop DSS for forecasting financial and economic processes and estimation of financial risks the
following system analysis principles were hired: hierarchical architecture, the possibilities for identification and
processing possible uncertainties, alternatives computing, and tracking the computational procedures for all stages of
data processing. The system developed provides possibilities for taking into consideration statistical and parametric
uncertainties. The DSS proposed has a modular architecture that could be easily expanded with new functions like
preliminary data processing, model parameters estimation, and procedures for computing forecasts and financial risks.
Results. The main result of the study is systemic methodology of mathematical modeling financial and economic
processes, that has been implemented in the frames of the DSS proposed. High quality of final results is achieved
thanks to appropriate tracking of all computations using several sets of statistical quality criteria. An example is given
for mathematical modeling, estimation and forecasting of financial risk. The results of estimation show that the
systemic approach proposed has good perspectives for its practical use.
Conclusions. Thus, we proposed a systemic approach to mathematical modeling and forecasting financial and economic processes as well as estimation of financial risk. The use of the approach provides possibilities for computing
estimate forecasts of high quality using statistical data.
Keywords: uncertainties in modeling and forecasting; systematic approach; decision support system.

Introduction
Very often it is possible to reach acceptable
quality of forecasting dynamic processes using
available on market data processing instruments.
For example, well known SAS contains sophisticated data processing procedures usually capable of
producing high quality final results [1]. However,
such instruments are usually very costly, require
special training for solving specific problems and
need highly developed computers for implementation. All this creates conditions of rather restricted
access for their usage except for banking system
and large enterprises. Besides, new modeling and
forecasting techniques that appear from time to
time in specialized publications need to be appropriately implemented and approbated. To solve this
problem it is would be reasonable to develop simpler and much less costly modeling systems constructed with taking into consideration modern
principles of system analysis. The systemic approach is based on the results of application of systems analysis methodology.
Processing of statistical data, represented by
the time series, is usually accompanied by uncer-

tainties of various kind and nature. More particularly, these are (at least) uncertainties of structural,
statistical and parametric form. The structural uncertainties are usually encountered in cases when
analysis of time series data doesn’t exhibit clear
structure for respective model describing it. Remind that the notion of model structure includes
the following elements: dimensionality (number of
equations comprising a model); model order (highest order of a model equation); input delay time
(lag) for independent variables (regressors); nonlinearity and its type (nonlinearity in variables or in
parameters); stochastic disturbance and its type
(distribution and its parameters) [2]. For example,
the model order or input delay time (lags for independent variables) cannot be determined exactly
enough using correlation analysis or appropriate
time lag estimation algorithms. It is also not always
possible to determine in a unique way type of
nonlinearity, especially in the cases of processing
short samples. The statistical uncertainties exist due
to impossibility to determine in a unique way type
of probability distribution for stochastic disturbances and the collected data itself, and as a consequence parameters of the distributions, degree of
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nonstationarity for the stochastic processes etc. As
a consequence for existence of the two previous
types of uncertainties we can trace the parametric
uncertainties: mathematical model parameter estimates, computed with statistical data, can be not
consistent, contain bias, and are inefficient.
Thus, existence of process and data uncertainties, and necessity for hierarchical organization for
the data processing system as well as necessity for
the functional completeness of the whole processing require development and application of systemic approach [3, 4], that provides a possibility
for solving many substantial problems encountered
in statistical data analysis, model constructing,
forecasting and generating decision alternatives. In
this study we consider some possibilities for constructing data processing scheme based on the
principles of systemic approach.
Problem statement
The purpose of the study is as follows: to consider some principles of the systems analysis that
are appropriate for solving the problem of successful short-term forecasting; to develop an efficient
data processing scheme for implementation in decision support systems based on these principles; to
consider some uncertainties inherent in model
building and forecasting process; to show advantages of the approach developed.
Some system analysis principles used
For development and implementation of modeling and forecasting system it is proposed to use
the following systems analysis principles [4]: the
systemic coordination principle; the principle of
procedural completeness; the functional orthogonality principle; the principle of mutual informational dependence; the principle of goal directed
correspondence; the principle of functional rationality; the principle of multipurpose generalization;
the principle of multifactor adaptation, and the
principle of rational supplement.
According to the principle of systemic coordination all the techniques, approaches, and algorithms used in the system should be structurally
and functionally coordinated, and should be mutually dependent (linked). This way it is possible to
reach a unique systematic methodology for data
analysis in the frames of modern decision support
system (DSS) constructed, and to improve the
quality of intermediate and final results.
The principle of procedural completeness
guaranties that DSS developed will provide the
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possibility for timely and in place execution of all
necessary functions directed towards data collection (editing and renewing), formalization of a
problem statement, model constructing, computing
forecast, and for estimating quality of the model
and the forecasts based on it.
Implementation of all computational procedures in the DSS using mutually independent
functions corresponds to the principle of functional
orthogonality. Such approach to the DSS constructing favors to substantial enhancement of
computational stability of the system and simplification of its possible further modifications and
functional expansion. According to the principle of
mutual informational dependence the computing
results, generated by each procedure, should correspond to the formats and requirements of other
procedures (or modules). This is provided with respective project development solutions for the system created.
Application of the principle of goal directed
correspondence to computational procedures and
functions provides a possibility for reaching of a
unique goal — high quality of the final result in the
form of forecast estimates for the process under
study, as well as decisions based on the forecasts.
The principle of functional rationality prevents duplication of separate DSS functions. As a
result of application of the principle it is possible
to reach economy of respective computational resources.
According to the principle of multipurpose
generalization all the functional modules developed
possess necessary degree of generalization what
provides a possibility for reaching high quality solutions for a set of distinctive problems that belong
to the same class (say high quality forecasting for
linear and nonlinear nonstationary processes).
Among these problems are the following: accumulating and preliminary data processing; estimation
of structure and parameters for the necessary
mathematical models; constructing forecasting
functions and computing of the forecasts; selecting
the best results using appropriate sets of statistical
quality criteria.
The principle of multifactor adaptation is directed towards the possibility of solving the problems of computing procedures adaption to the
problems of modeling processes of different complexity depending on the completeness of available
information and user requirements. The adaptation
is performed in the process of model structure and
parameters estimation, i.e. the whole identification
process of an object under study is represented by a
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set of adaptive procedures directed towards reaching the main goal: constructing adequate model
and computing high quality forecasts.
The use of the rational supplement principle
provides a possibility for enhancing the sphere of
application of the DSS constructed by expanding it
with new data types, computing procedures and
criteria. The new procedures could be directed towards implementation of additional preliminary

data processing procedures, model structure and
parameter estimation, generating forecasting functions as well as selection of the best result for its
further use aiming generation of appropriate decision.
A hierarchical structure of the DSS proposed
for data analysis in the form of time series is given
in Figure. Implementation in the DSS of the system analysis principles mentioned above favors its
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functional flexibility, computational reliability, enhancement of quality for the final results, expansion of system life span in general, and simplification of drawback elimination and modification
procedures.
Consider some functional elements of the
general hierarchical structure of the DSS proposed
that uses some principles of systemic approach (see
Figure). After preliminary data processing directed
towards data preparation for further model building, statistical analysis of data is performed aiming
to determining type of the process under consideration (linear/nonlinear, and stationary/nonstationary) and model structure estimation. An important and useful feature of the system is that it uses
separate sets of statistics for analyzing quality of
data, adequacy of model constructed and quality of
forecast estimates generated with the model. If the
forecasts are used for generating alternative decisions then we include another set of criteria for
testing decision quality. This way high quality forecasts are generated and the decisions based on
these forecasts are usually acceptable.
Further statistical analysis of data is performed on the following purposes: testing for heteroskedasticity, for integration (availability of trend),
nonlinearity, preliminary model structure estimation using correlation techniques, lag estimation
and determining type of data distribution. After this
step it is possible to determine class of the process
under study and estimate the elements of model
structure mentioned above in the introduction.
The forecasting methods used in the system
are as follows: regression analysis (linear and
nonlinear models), the group method for data
handling (GMDH), fuzzy GMDH, fuzzy logic,
appropriate versions of Kalman filter, neural nets,
support vector regression, nearest neighbor and
probabilistic type techniques (Bayesian networks,
Bayesian regression). The set of techniques used
covers linear and nonlinear nonstationary processes. The nearest neighbor technique can be hired
for generating long term forecasts in a case of
availability long data samples. Practically all the
techniques are implemented in adaptive versions
what makes the system more flexible for newly
coming data and to fight some types of uncertainties. On the step of model structure estimation an
appropriate principal component analysis technique is applied when necessary.
The information of a model structure provides
a possibility for selection of parameters estimation
techniques for candidate models among which are:
ordinary and nonlinear LS (NLS), recursive LS
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(RLS), maximum likelihood (ML), and some versions of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
Some special optimization techniques are applied
in a case of estimating fuzzy GMDH structures.
The candidate models estimated are tested
with a set of statistical quality criteria some of
which are shown in Figure. One or more acceptable models are used for computing forecasts that
are also tested for quality with another set of statistical criteria. Usually two or more forecasting techniques are used for the same dataset to get a possibility for combining the forecasts so that to further
improve the final combined estimate.
Uncertainties identification and processing
Processing statistical uncertainty. The most often met statistical uncertainties related to model
development and estimation of forecasts are provoked by the following factors:
— measurement errors (noise) that is available
practically in all cases of data collection independently on the data origin (including economy and
finances);
— stochastic external disturbances that usually
negatively influence the process under study and
shift the processes from desired mode (say, offshore capital transfer from some country, low quality of higher administration, unstable often
changed laws);
— missed measurements (observations) and
outliers;
— multicollinearity that requires special data
processing techniques to reduce degree of mutual
correlation between separate time series.
The most often means used to fight measurement noise and external stochastic disturbances are
digital and optimal filters (among them Kalman
filter is a widely used instrument) [5]. Digital filters (DF) help to select for subsequent processing
the frequency band of interest by processing the
time series data with linear structures that could be
represented by autoregression (AR) or autoregression with moving average (ARMA) equations of
the type:
y (k ) =

p

∑

i =1

ai y (k − i ) +

q

∑ bj x (k − j ) ,

j =1

where x (k) is input sequence of measurements; y (k )
is filtered output sequence; θ = [a1 . . . ap b 1 . . . bq ] T
is parameter vector that determines frequency band
of a filter; p and q are orders of AR and MA
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parts, respectively. There are handy instruments for
DF development based on optimization procedures, for example, in Matlab.
Appropriately designed adaptive Kalman filter
provides a possibility for covariances estimation for
stochastic disturbances and measurement noise as
well as estimation of short-term forecasts [5, 6].
Optimal filter design requires model of the process
(system) under study in the state space form:
x (k ) =
= A(k , k − 1) x (k − 1) + B(k , k − d ) u (k − 1) + w(k ) , (1)
z (k ) = H x(k ) + v (k ) ,

(2)

where x (k ) is system state vector, consisting of n
elements; u (k ) is m-dimensional vector of controls; w (k ) is a vector of stochastic external disturbances; A (k , k − 1) is (n × n)-matrix of system dynamics; B (k ) is (n × m)-matrix of control coefficients; k is discrete time that is linked to continuous time t through sampling time T s : t = kT s ;
d is system delay time; z(k ) is measurement vector with r elements; H(k ) is matrix of measurement coefficients (very often it has diagonal form);
v (k ) is a vector of measurement noise (errors).
Double time argument (k , k − 1) means that variable with this argument is used at time k , but its
value is based on previous measurements up to
(k − 1) . Usually such double argument is not used
in text to avoid symbols overload for mathematical
expressions.
The main advantage of the model (1), (2) is
that it includes explicitly two random processes
w (k ) and v (k ) ; consequently it is more adequate
to reality than say linear regression. The main task
of optimal filter is in computing state vector estimates with taking into consideration statistical
characteristics (covariances) of the two stochastic
processes mentioned. Such approach provides a
possibility for improvement of state estimates and
to compute estimates of nonmeasurable components of state vector x(k ) if such are available.
The main equation of the filter is as follows:
∧

∧

x (k ) = A (k ) x(k − 1) + B(k ) u (k − 1) +
∧

K (k )[z(k ) − H (k ) A(k ) x (k − 1)],

(3)

where K (k ) is optimal coefficient of a filter in
matrix form. The coefficient is computed by minimizing the functional:
∧

∧

J = min E {[ x(k ) − x (k )]T [x (k ) − x(k )]}
K

.

where x(k ) is exact value for state vector that
could be found using deterministic part of model (1). In linear discrete case the coefficient is
rather easily computed by solving Riccati equation.
Thus, optimal filter provides a possibility for
reducing uncertainties in the form of influence of
two stochastic processes w (k ) and v (k ), and estimation of nonmeasurable components of a state
vector when respective components of covariance
matrices are known (we mean covariance matrix
∧
⎧∧
⎫
P (k ) = E ⎨[ x(k ) − x (k )][ x(k ) − x (k )] T ⎬ for system
⎩
⎭
state vector estimation errors). Especially useful are
adaptive versions of the filters that are most suitable for practical applications (in on-line and offline modes of operation). They are suitable for repeated estimation of system (object) matrices
A (k ) and B (k ) as well as covariances of the two
stochastic processes mentioned [5, 7].
Coping with uncertainties appearing due to missing observations. For the data in the time series
form the most suitable imputation techniques are:
— simple averaging when it is possible (when
only a few values are missing);
— generation of forecast estimates with the
model constructed using available measurements;
— generation of missing (lost) estimates from
distributions the form and parameters of which are
again determined using available part of data;
— the use of optimization techniques, say appropriate forms of EM-algorithms (expectation
maximization);
— exponential smoothing etc. The simplest
model that could be hired for generating forecasts
is AR(1):
y (k ) = a 0 + a1 y (k − 1) + ε (k ),
where a 0 , a1 are model parameters; random process ε (k ) takes into consideration model structure
uncertainties (say lack of appropriate regressors,
external random disturbances, errors of parameter
computing etc.), and possible measurement errors.
If parameters a 0 , a1 are known, we could compute
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one step-ahead prediction as conditional expectation of the form:
∧

y (k + 1) = E k [y (k + 1)] =
E k [ y (k + 1)| y (k ), y (k − 1),..., ε (k ), ε (k − 1),...] =
a 0 + a1E k [ y (k )] = a 0 + a1 y (k ) ,
as far as y (k ) at the moment k takes known
value. Iteratively it is possible to derive the forecasting function for s steps-ahead [2]:
⎛ S −1 ⎞
∧
y (k + s ) = E S [ y (k + s )] = a 0 ⎜ ∑ a1i ⎟ + a1S y (k ) =
⎜
⎟
⎝ i =0 ⎠
S −1

a 0 ∑ a1i + a1S y (k ).
i =0

∧

The sequence of forecast estimates { y (k + i )} ,
i = 1,..., s is convergent if | a1 | < 1 :
lim E k [ y (k + s )] =

s→ ∞

a0
.
1 − a1

The last expression means that for stationary
AR or ARMA processes the estimates of conditional forecasts asymptotically (s → ∞) converge to
unconditional mean (long-term forecast). It should
also be mentioned here that optimal filter can also
be used for missing data imputation because it
contains “internal” forecasting function that provides a possibility for generating quality short-term
forecasts.
Further reduction of the uncertainty is possible thanks to application of several forecasting techniques to the same problem with subsequent combining of separate forecasts using appropriate
weighting coefficients. The best results of combining the forecasts is achieved when variances of
forecasting errors for different forecasting techniques do not differ substantially.
Coping with uncertainties of model parameters
estimates. Usually uncertainties of model parameter
estimates such as bias and inconsistency result
from low informative data, or data do not correspond to normal distribution, what is required in a
case of application LS for parameter estimation.
This situation may also take place in a case of regressors multicollinearity and substantial influence
of process nonlinearity that for some reason has
not been taken into account when model was constructed. When power of data sample is not satisfactory for model construction it could be expanded by applying special techniques, or simulation is

hired, or special model building techniques, such
as GMDH, are applied. Very often GMDH produces results of acceptable quality with short samples. If data do not correspond to normal distribution, then ML technique could be used or appropriate Monte Carlo procedures for Markov Chains
(MCMC) [8]. The last techniques could be applied
with quite modest computational expenses when
the number of parameters is not large.
Dealing with model structure uncertainties. When
using DSS, model structure should practically always be estimated using data. It means that elements of model structure accept almost always
only approximate values. When a model is constructed for forecasting we build several candidates
and select the best of them with a set model quality statistics. Generally we could define the following techniques to fight structural uncertainties:
gradual improvement of model order (AR(p) or
ARMA(p, q)) applying adaptive approach to modeling and automatic search for the “best” structure
using complex statistical quality criteria; adaptive
estimation (improvement) of input delay time (lag)
and data distribution type with its parameters; describing detected process nonlinearities with alternative analytical forms with subsequent estimation
of model adequacy and forecast quality. An example of complex model and forecast criterion may
look as follows:
⎡ N
⎤
J = |1 − R 2 | + α ln ⎢ ∑ e 2 (k )⎥ + | 2 − DW | +
⎢⎣ k = 1
⎥⎦
β ln(MAPE ) + U → min
,
∧
θi

where R 2 is determination coefficient;

N

∑ e 2 (k ) =

k =1

=

N

∧

∑ [ y (k ) − y (k )] 2

is sum of squared model er-

k =1

rors; DW is Durbin-Watson statistic; MAPE is
mean absolute percentage error for one step-ahead
forecasts; U is Theil coefficient that measures
forecasting characteristic of a model; α , β are
∧

appropriately selected weighting coefficients; θ i
is parameter vector for i-th candidate model. A
criterion of this type is used for automatic selection
of the best candidate model. The criterion also
allows operation of DSS in adaptive mode. Certainly, other forms of the complex criteria are possible. While constructing the criterion it is important not to overweigh separate members in right
hand side.
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Coping with uncertainties of a level (amplitude)
type. The use of random (i.e. with random amplitude or a level) and/or non-measurable variables
leads to necessity of hiring fuzzy sets for describing
such situations. The variable with random amplitude can be described with some probability distribution if the measurements are available or they
come for analysis in acceptable time span. However, some variables cannot be measured (registered) in principle, say amount of shadow capital
that “disappears” every month in offshore, or
amount of shadow salaries paid at some company,
or a technology parameter that cannot be measures
on-line due to absence of appropriate gauge. In
such situations we could assign to the variable a set
of possible values in linguistic form as follows:
capital amount = {very low, low, medium, high, very
high}. There is a necessary set of mathematical operations to be applied to such fuzzy variables. Finally fuzzy value could be transformed into exact
form using known techniques.
Probabilistic uncertainties and their description.
The use of random variables leads to necessity of
constructing probability distributions and their application in inference procedures. Usually an observation value is known only approximately though
we know the limits for the values. Probability distributions are very useful for describing such situations. When dealing with discrete outcomes, we
assign probabilities to specific outcomes using a
mass function. It shows how much “weight” (or
mass) to assign to each observation or measurement. An answer to the question about the value of
a particular outcome will be its mass. The Kolmogorov’s axioms of probability are helpful for
deeper understanding of what is going on. If two or
more variables are analyzed simultaneously we
come to necessity of constructing and use joint
distributions. Joint distributions allow us calculate
conditional probabilities using renormalization procedures when necessary. Very helpful for performing probabilistic computations is a notion of conditional independence P ( x , y | z ) = P ( x | z ) P ( y | z ) :,
where x and y are independent events. The identities of independence are very handy though one
should be careful when using them, i.e. the events
should be really independent. The remarkable
intuitive meaning of discrete Bayes’ law,
P ( A / B ) = P (B / A ) P ( A) / P (B ) , is that it allows
to ask reverse questions: “Given that event A happened, what is the probability that a particular
event B evoked it?” [9]. The marginal probability,
P (B ) , can be computed from conditionals. The
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probability that B occurs in general (P (B )) can
be obtained from the condition: P (B ) =
= P (B / A ) P ( A ) + P (B / A ) P ( A ) .
Probabilistic types of uncertainties regarding
whether or not some event will happen can be
taken into consideration with various probabilistic
models. To solve the problem of describing and
taking into account such uncertainties a variety of
Bayesian models could be hired that are presented
in the form of so called Bayesian Programming
formalism. A set of the models includes Bayesian
networks (BN) [10], dynamic Bayesian networks
(DBN), Bayesian filters, particle filters, hidden
Markov models (discrete and continuous), Kalman
filters, Bayesian maps etc. The structure of Bayesian program includes the following elements
(steps): (1) problem description and statement
formulation with a basic question of the form:
P (Searched / Known) or P ( X i / D, Kn) , where

X i defines one variable only, i.e. what should be
estimated (computed) using specific inference engine; (2) the use of prior knowledge Kn and experimental data D to perform model structure and
parameters identification; (3) selection and application of pertinent inference technique to answer
the question stated before; (4) testing quality of the
final result. This scheme also works well in
adaptation mode to adjust structure and parameters
of a model being developed to new experimental
data or expert estimates that could be used, for
example, for estimation of prior distributions or
BN (DBN) structure.
Example of DSS application

Numerous examples of model constructing
have been solved with the DSS created. In this
specific example we used the database consisting of
4700 records that was divided into learning sample
(4300 records), and test sample (400 records). The
default probabilities were computed and compared
to actual data, and also errors of the first and second type were computed using different cut-off
values. It was established that maximum model accuracy reached for Bayesian network was 0.787
with the cut-off value 0.3. The Bayesian network is
“inclined to over insurance”, i.e. it rejects more
often the clients who could return the credit. The
model accuracy and the errors of type I and type
II depend on the cut-off value. The cut-off value
determines the lowest probability limit for client’s
solvency, i.e. below this limit a client is considered
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as such that will not return the credit. Or the cutoff value determines the lowest probability limit for
client’s default, i.e. below this limit a client is considered as such that will return the credit. As far as
the cut-off value of 0.1 or 0.2 is considered as not
important, in practice it is reasonable to set the
cut-off value at the level of about 0.25—0.30. Statistical characteristics characterizing quality of the
models constructed are given in table.
Table. Quality of the models constructed

Model
type
Bayesian
network
Logistic
regression
Decision
tree
Linear
regression

Gini
index

AUC

Common
accuracy

Model
quality

0.719

0.864

0.787

Very high

0.685

0.858

0.813

Very high

0.597

0.798

0.775

Acceptable

0.396

0.657

0.631

Unacceptable

It follows from the table 1 that the best models for estimation of credit return probability
turned out to be logistic regression and Bayesian
network. The best common accuracy showed logistic regression (0.813) though Bayesian network
showed higher Gini index (0.719). The decision
tree used is characterized by Gini index of about
0.597, and CA = 0.775. It should be stressed that
acceptable values of Gini index for developing
countries like Ukraine are in the range 0.4—0.6.
Bayesian network constructed and nonlinear regression showed rather high values of Gini index
that are acceptable for the Ukrainian economy in
transition.
The results of computing experiments lead to
the conclusion that today scoring models and
Bayesian networks belong to the set of the best instruments for banking system due to the fact that
BN provide a possibility for detecting “bad” clients
and to reduce financial risks caused by the clients.
It also should be stressed that DSS constructed is
very useful instrument for a decision maker that
helps to perform quality processing of statistical
data using different techniques, generate alternatives and to select the best one relying on a set of
appropriate criteria. The system performs tracking
of the whole computational process using separate
sets of statistical quality criteria at each stage (level
of hierarchy) of decision making: quality of data,
models and forecasts (or risk estimates).

Thus, the systematic approach to forecasting
proposed helps to develop DSS that possesses the
features of directed search for the best forecasting
model in respective spaces of structures and parameters, and consequently to enhance its quality.
Preliminary computational experiments with actual
data showed high usefulness for practical applications of the systemic approach to modeling and
forecasting and necessity for it further refinement
in the future studies. It is especially important to
improve descriptions for the uncertainties mentioned and to use them for reduction degree of uncertainty in the process of model building and
forecast estimation.
Conclusions

The methodology was proposed for constructing DSS for mathematical modeling and forecasting of economic and financial processes, and credit
risk prediction (estimation) that is based on the
following system analysis principles: hierarchical
system structure, taking into consideration of probabilistic and statistical uncertainties, availability of
adaptation features, generating multiple decision
alternatives, and tracking of computational processes at all the stages of data processing with appropriate sets of statistical quality criteria.
The system proposed has a modular architecture that provides a possibility for easy extension of
its functional possibilities with new parameter estimation techniques, forecasting methods, financial
risk estimation, and generation of decision alternatives. High quality of the final result is achieved
thanks to appropriate tracking of the computational processes at all data processing stages: preliminary data processing, model structure and parameter estimation, computing of short- and middle-term forecasts, and estimation of risk variables
(parameters) as well as thanks to convenient for a
user intermediate and final representation of results. The system is based on the ideologically different techniques of modeling and risk forecasting
what creates a good base for combination of various approaches to achieve the best results. The example of the system application shows that it can
be used successfully for solving practical problems
of forecasting and risk estimation. The results of
computing experiments lead to the conclusion that
today scoring models, nonlinear regression and
Bayesian networks are the best instruments for
banking system due to the fact that they provide a
possibility for detecting “bad” clients and to reduce
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financial risks caused by the clients. It also should
be stressed that DSS constructed turned out to be
very useful instrument for a decision maker that
helps to perform quality processing of statistical
data using different techniques, generate alternatives and to select the best one. The system performs tracking of the whole computational process
using separate sets of statistical quality criteria at
each stage of decision making. The DSS can be
used for supporting decision making process in
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various areas of human activities including development of strategy for banking system and industrial enterprises, investment companies etc.
Further extension of the system functions is
planned with new forecasting techniques based on
probabilistic techniques, fuzzy sets and other artificial intelligence methods. An appropriate attention
should also be paid to constructing user friendly
adaptive interface based on the human factors
principles.
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Бідюк П.І., Трофимчук О.М., Бідюк О.П.
СИСТЕМНИЙ ПІДХІД ДО ПРОГНОЗУВАННЯ

Проблематика. Для подальшого підвищення якості прогнозування динаміки розвитку фінансово-економічних процесів
(ФЕП) необхідно розробляти нові методи та підходи в межах сучасних концепцій створення інформаційних систем підтримки
прийняття рішень (СППР).
Мета дослідження. Головна мета дослідження: розглянути принципи системного аналізу, що можуть бути використані
для розв’язання задачі короткострокового прогнозування; розробити ефективну систему обробки даних, яка ґрунтується на
принципах системного аналізу, реалізованих у СППР; проаналізувати можливі типи невизначеностей, що трапляються при побудові математичних моделей та оцінюванні прогнозів, а також запропонувати методи їх опису і врахування у процесі обробки
даних.
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Методика реалізації. При створенні СППР для прогнозування ФЕП та оцінювання фінансових ризиків використано такі
принципи системного аналізу: ієрархічність архітектури системи; ідентифікація та обробка можливих невизначеностей; обчислення альтернативних рішень і супроводження обчислювальних процедур на всіх етапах виконання обчислень. СППР має модульну архітектуру, яку можна розширювати новими функціями, що стосуються попередньої обробки даних, оцінювання параметрів моделей, обчислення оцінок прогнозів та можливих ризиків фінансових втрат.
Результати дослідження. Основним результатом дослідження є системна методологія моделювання ФЕП, яка реалізована в межах запропонованої СППР. Висока якість остаточних результатів досягається завдяки супроводженню обчислювальних процесів за допомогою належних множин статистичних критеріїв. Наведено приклад математичного моделювання й оцінювання фінансового ризику. Отримані результати свідчать, що запропонований системний підхід має хороші перспективи для
практичного використання.
Висновки. Запропоновано системний підхід до математичного моделювання і прогнозування ФЕП та оцінювання фінансового ризику. Застосування цього підходу дає можливість отримувати високоякісні оцінки прогнозів на основі статистичних даних.
Ключові слова: невизначеності в моделюванні та прогнозуванні; системний підхід; система підтримки прийняття рішень.
Бидюк П.И., Трофимчук А.Н., Бидюк А.П.
СИСТЕМНЫЙ ПОДХОД К ПРОГНОЗИРОВАНИЮ
Проблематика. Для дальнейшего повышения качества прогнозирования динамики развития финансово-экономических
процессов (ФЭП) необходимо разрабатывать новые методы и подходы в рамках современных концепций создания информационных систем поддержки принятия решений (СППР).
Цель исследования. Главная цель исследования: рассмотреть принципы системного анализа, которые могут быть использованы для решения задачи краткосрочного прогнозирования; разработать эффективную систему обработки данных, которая базируется на принципах системного анализа, реализованных в СППР; проанализировать возможные типы неопределенностей, встречающихся при построении математических моделей и оценивании прогнозов, а также предложить методы их
описания и учета в процессе обработки данных.
Методика реализации. При создании СППР для прогнозирования ФЭП и оценивания финансовых рисков использованы
такие принципы системного анализа: иерархичность архитектуры системы, идентификация и обработка возможных неопределенностей, получение альтернативных решений и сопровождение вычислительных процедур на всех этапах выполнения вычислений. СППР имеет модульную архитектуру, которая легко расширяется новыми функциями предварительной обработки
данных, оценивания параметров, а также процедурами вычисления оценок прогнозов и возможных рисков финансовых потерь.
Результаты исследования. Основным результатом исследования является системная методология моделирования
ФЭП, которая реализована в рамках предложенной СППР. Высокая точность окончательных результатов достигается благодаря сопровождению вычислительных процессов с помощью соответствующих множеств статистических критериев. Приведен
пример математического моделирования и оценивания финансового риска. Полученные результаты свидетельствуют о том,
что предложенный системный поход имеет хорошие перспективы для практического использования.
Выводы. Предложен системный подход к математическому моделированию и прогнозированию ФЭП, а также к оцениванию финансовых рисков. Применение этого подхода дает возможность получать высококачественные оценки прогнозов на
основе статистических данных.
Ключевые слова: неопределенности в моделировании и прогнозировании; системный подход; система поддержки принятия решений.
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